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Poker has taken America by storm. But it's not just any form of poker that has people across the

country so excited it's no-limit hold 'em the main event game. And now, thanks to televised

tournaments, tens of thousands of new players are eager to claim their share of poker glory. In the

first volume of this series, Harrington on Hold 'em: Volume I: Strategic Play, Dan Harrington

explained how to play in the early phases of tournaments, when most players at the table had plenty

of chips, and the blinds and antes were small. This book, Harrington on Hold 'em: Volume II: The

Endgame shows you how to play in the later phases of a tournament, when the field has been cut

down, the blinds and antes are growing, and the big prize money is within sight. Harrington shows

you how to make moves, handle tricky inflection point plays, and maneuver when the tournament is

down to its last few players and the end is in sight. He&#x92;s also included a whole chapter on

heads-up play, whose strategies up to now have been a closely-guarded secret of the game's top

masters. Dan Harrington won the gold bracelet and the World Champion title at the $10,000 buy-in

No-Limit Hold 'em Championship at the 1995 World Series of Poker. And he was the only player to

make it to the final table in 2003 (field of 839) and 2004 (field of 2,576) considered by cognoscenti to

be the greatest accomplishment in WSOP history. In Harrington on Hold 'em, Harrington and

two-time World Backgammon Champion Bill Robertie have written the definitive book on no-limit

hold 'em for players who want to win and win big.
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No limit hold'em, obviously, is a complex game. So complex that there has never been a good

comprehensive treatment in a book form; I had thought that this was because it involves more "table



feel", experience and intuition that can't be easily taught or expressed in a useful format.Harrington

and Robertie have done just that. Harrington is the 1995 world champion, and the only player to

make the final table in both 2003 and 2004, overcoming the two biggest fields in World Series

history (839 and 2,576 players, respectively). Robertie is a top backgammon player and author of

several excellent books on that game.Among the top players, there are drastically different styles of

play, from conservative to super-aggressive. One problem I expected was that given Harrington's

solid, fairly conservative style, he wouldn't be able to give much useful information on playing at the

other end of the end of the spectrum, styles such as those employed by Daniel Negreanu and Gus

Hansen.I was wrong. The book does a fine job addressing the relative merits of various styles,

playing against each type of opponent, and even choosing one for yourself. This makes sense; no

matter his own style, to be successful he has to have spent a lot of time thinking about, observing,

and combatting all different types of players. Further, a playing style isn't cast in stone; even the

most conservative players have to switch gears and become much more aggressive at times, and

vice versa.A few more notes on this idea: first, Harrington's own play as described isn't as

conservative and cautious as many think. Second, a fairly conservative approach is demonstrably

the more sound one for the student, and anyone without many years of experience.

Harrington and Robertie have surely done it again -- even more powerfully than in their first volume.

They have presented the authoritative text about how to think about and how to play a final table in

a no limit hold em tournament. And in so doing they have redefined the game. Harrington and

Robertie introduce a whole new lexicon (at least it was new to me) about no limit poker: inflection

points, red zones, dead zones, green zones, probe bets, continuation bets. Some of these phrases I

had heard -- maybe even dropped to impress people from time to time. But they explain them

clearly and tie them all together in a vivid strategic picture of the game. But even if you were familiar

with all of these terms and phrases that help clarify the many otherwise intuitive concepts of no limit

tournament play, you've never read a simpler, clearer or more powerful explanation of them -- and

all of the different stages players enter as their stack size grows and diminishes at the final table in a

tournament. Similarly so with other vital concepts to no limit play like continuation and probe bets

and final table play. Harrington and Robertie take the ideas that excellent players have intuitively

known but until now have not fully expressed and put them into clear, simple language that any

moderately experienced player can readily grasp and absorb. The hand examples, which the

authors think us through further drive home the key points of this masterwork. To say that this is a

must read for every serious hold em player doesn't do it justice. It is a book that has set a new



standard for poker literature. Even if you are a very experienced winning no limit tournament player,

this book will help you think and play.

I bought this book the other day and was rather skeptical about how good it would be, but, now that

I finished it, I can honestly say that Harrington on Hold `em is the best book on poker that I have

ever read. Am I over-exaggerating? No. The secret of this manual is that, while he expresses many

of the same thoughts and ideas as other poker players/writers, he is far superior to them in the

teaching of technique and strategy.As a teacher, Harrington is a master. Every page is crystal clear

and comprehensible which is considerably more than I can say about the works of his publisher,

David Sklansky. The lingo was in keeping with our common poker tongue, and I never had difficulty

imaging the situations he described; whereas, with Super System I, while I totally recommend it,

there were times when I could not apply Doyle's counsel to my own game due to a lack of skill.

Such a situation never arose with Harrington on Hold `em. Many of my faulty and defeatist habits at

the table were identified, and, more importantly, the manual helped me understand just how much

careful attention needs to be paid to the betting patterns of my opponents.The strongest segments

in the book are "The Problems" sections. They are found at the end of each chapter or part.

Harrington uses them to "show" us information after he has already taught the concepts. These

scenarios grab us by the wallet and place us atop the championship felt. The funniest, and most

unique, thing about his examples is that Harrington observes the hands from a vantage point high

above the players. He tells us what should be done and then often has to shake his head when the

player analyzed does the complete opposite.
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